Vorticity generation by the instantaneous release of energy near a reflective boundary.
The instantaneous release of energy in a localized area of a gas results in the formation of a low-density region and a series of shock and expansion waves. If this process occurs near a boundary, the shock reflections can interact with the density inhomogeneity, leading to the baroclinic generation of vorticity and the subsequent organization of the flow into several structures, including a vortex ring. By means of numerical simulations we illustrate the qualitative changes that occur in the pressure wave patterns and vorticity distribution as the distance from the area of energy release to the boundary is varied. Those changes are shown to be related to the combined effect of the shock waves that, respectively, initially move away and towards the center of the low-density region. In particular, we describe how for small enough offset distances the shocks internal to the inhomogeneity can make a substantial contribution to the vorticity field, influencing the circulation and characteristics of the resulting flow structures.